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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The global cannabis industry has been inhibited by regulatory restrictions for most of the recent history, but the 
legal market has emerged rapidly as more governments legalize medical and recreational use. Within eleven 
states of the US1, and across several states of Canada, using/selling small amounts of cannabis legal. However, 
despite that, due to the ‘shady’ image of the business, most banks, credit card companies, and payment providers 
won’t handle the money generated by the cannabis industry, even in places where it is entirely legal. This leads to 
inefficient solutions such as cash transactions, which only add to the shady image of the industry. 

To address such issues, we introduce Cannabanc LLC— a modern-age blockchain-based banking solution striving 
to eradicate the financial restraints confronted by cannabis enthusiasts while performing transactions related to 
cannabis. The Cannabanc LLC will establish a blockchain deployed, fully decentralized online banking platform 
that will provide cannabis businesses and consumers to get the otherwise restricted banking services and lending 
solutions.

This white paper gives a detailed description of our research and planning. It also aims to demonstrate the current 
status and plans of the Cannabanc project, its associated products and solutions, and CNB Token—the native 
payment method within the Cannbanc ecosystem. The document strives to inform our readers how we are using 
our teams’ expertise to provide decentralized and non-restrictive financial services for the cannabis industry at 
lower costs, minimal fee with higher speed, efficiency, and higher returns. It also strives to give information about 
our upcoming fundraising, where we are tokenizing our business by launching a Security Token Offering and give 
the details on how can they participate in the project.
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2. TOKEN SALE SUMMARY

3. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT
Cannabanc is a project of the Cannabanc LLC in its vision of providing the cannabis industry with an alternative 
banking solution where they can avail all of banking services without having to worry about restrictions or account 
suspension. It serves as a decentralized banking platform that is deployed on blockchain— enabling users to get 
banking services such as open a current account for deposit, sending and receiving money, open saving accounts, 
apply for loans, get debit and credit cards, all in a trustless, fully secured and cost-effective manner. 

We at Cannabanc aim to facilitate people from all walks of life—with the focus on farmers, suppliers, retailers, and 
consumers of the Cannabis industry. We strive to provide them with advanced banking solutions allowing them to 
perform their business transactions seamlessly and thus help them in their economic empowerment and their role 
as social and resilience-builders. The innovative nature of our product offering enables us to serve a wide range of 
customers within and beyond the cannabis industry. Moreover, we are also striving to facilitate cannabis startups 
and firm owners who require initial funding for their businesses or need to access loans for their business and 
accredited investors hoping to capitalize on the profits recorded in the cannabis industry. 

Besides, in our pursuit of providing a unique banking solution for the cannabis industry, we are creating a full-scale 
banking service where we offer seamless transactions experience, trustless payments, easy lending options 
secured by smart contracts all at a minimal transactional fee. Also, using a unique operational strategy, we will 
continuously checkmate our services to ensure that we update our facilities to compete with those obtainable in 
commercial banks.

Private Round Token Sale Date 

STO Round Token Sale Date 

Token Available for Private Sale

Token Available for STO

Token Symbol 

Total Supply / Supply Available 

Accepted Currencies 

Token Price in During STO

Soft-Cap 

Hard-Cap 

110 Million

XX (XX% of the total supply)

CNB

550 Million

XXX, XXX, XXX

0.05 Per Token

XXX

XXX
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The main concept and emphasis are made on making it easier for people to deal with in the cannabis-related trans-
actions without having to worry about their payments, so that for them in the literal sense of this expression there 
are no borders or restrictions.  We aim to make CNB token the universal payment tool for cannabis enthusiasts and 
people dealing within the industry, across the globe. 

To promote the platform among potential users, we want to choose an unorthodox path. Unlike traditional crypto 
startups, we realize that our solution for users to use cryptocurrency will come much earlier than platforms that do 
not realize the importance of following a roadmap. We are coordinated and clearly defined about the plans and the 
integration of these or other services available to our users on our platform. For marketing and PR, we will focus on 
promoting our idea to the masses. 

The project is led by Paresh Khatri, who is a leading entrepreneur with a successful track record of establishing 
various startups across the United States of America and Canada. His exceptional experience in the cryptocurrency 
and cannabis industry and connections from the venture capital industry will help to direct the affairs of our firm into 
success. Led by a group of seasoned executives, Cannabanc LLC’s management team will combine their abilities 
in different fields to impact our firm positively.

Our vision is to be a dominant pioneer in the Cannabis business banking industry and establish a long-lasting busi-
ness dominance. 

4. OUR VISON

Our mission at Cannabanc LLC is to establish a blockchain banking platform for the global cannabis industry.

5. OUR MISSION

The Cannabis Industry is expected to reach a whopping USD 146 Billion by 2025². Despite having so much potential, 
and despite the fact that it has already been authorized by various states across the United States and Canada, the 
industry and its consumers are still facing several issues. 

In the section below, we discuss some of the main issues faced by the industry: 

Even though Marijuana is legal across several states, thousands of cannabis businesses operating in these areas 
still struggle when it comes to banking access. Since cannabis remains illegal under federal law in the U.S., and the 
federal government oversees all U.S. banks and credit unions, banks are often skittish about granting bank 
accounts to these businesses. The reason being, banks are required to file reports to the central government and 
federal agencies detailing a customer's suspicious or illegal activities. That can prove costly. A bank can be subject 
to large fines if it incorrectly reports on its transactions, or if a future bank regulator accuses it of not following the 
reporting guidance properly. 

6. PROBLEMS WE SOLVE?

Access to banking is restricted for cannabis:
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Consequently, only one in about 30 banks or credit unions across the United States accepts a cannabis business as 
a customer. Those that do take on cannabis companies often charge them hefty monthly account and transaction 
fees, in part to help offset the extra costs they incur by doing so.

Most banks, credit card companies, and payment providers won't handle the money generated by the cannabis 
industry, even in places where it is completely legal. Companies working in the cannabis industry have little to no 
payment options to offer based on their needs. PayPal policy statement: "You may not use the PayPal service for 
activities that: relate to transactions involving drug paraphernalia/ items that encourage, promote, facilitate or 
instruct others to engage in illegal activity". Payoneer terms and usage statement also restricts users saying "You 
may not use the Payoneer service for activities that: relate to transactions involving drug such as marijuana that 
encourage, promote, facilitate or instruct others to engage in illegal activity." VISA policy statement: "Transactions 
in the U.S. involving the purchase or trade of marijuana are not permitted on the Visa network, until federal law 
allows." 

To resolve this issue, the market has been forced to use undesirable payment methods. Online shops must deal 
with inefficient and costly cross-border bank transfers, while brick and mortar dispensaries deal with an overflow of 
cash storage which is seen as a great security hazard. Stashing substantial amounts of cash comes with extra costs 
and a large amount of risk (theft, loss, fakes, etc.). Having insurance to cover the risk is a necessity, which generally 
speaking, costs 0.1% of the total amount of cash stored monthly. The average cost of a cash deposit (based on three 
large European banks) is roughly 0.28%. 

As a result, businesses have to face issues such as:

Privacy issues in this digital generation, consumers are careful with sharing information, especially when it is linked 
to cannabis. Consumers are forced to entrust more personal information to third parties than is strictly necessary. 
For instance, consumers need to share their bank account number and full names to fulfill an online order (bank 
account, full names), or need to show an identity card when visiting a dispensary, and thereby consumers are 
forced to link more personal information than required.

Inefficient and costly payment methods:

Privacy Issues:

Another major issue faced by businesses dealing within the Cannabis industry is the unavailability and lack of 
platforms related to where they can apply for financing or acquire loans from. As a result, such startups, despite 
having the potential to excel, aren't able to reach their full potential because they are left dealing with the many 
complications that arise from their limited access to financial institutions and their products.

Lack of funding and loans:

They have to deal in cash and can't accept credit or debit cards, cheques, or prepaid cards. 

It is hard to pay suppliers and employees

They are required to pay their state and local taxes in cash by the use of armored trucks.

More cash on the premises results in higher crime rates
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Banking for All

As a project aiming to revolutionize the cannabis industry by resolving the issues faced by its consumers entirely 
and to help bank the unbanked, the Cannabanc project will create a decentralized banking platform enabling trust-
less and secure banking for all. 

The Cannabanc will work as a blockchain-based bank that decentralizes the access of banking to everyone—in-
cluding but not limited to cannabis users— by allowing them to serve as their virtual banks through the creation of 
online wallet based bank accounts, an in a seamless, cost-effective and efficient manner. Under this, the Canna-
banc will provide a variety of financial products and services that includes but are not limited to opening and 
running current and saving accounts, getting loans and all other services offered by commercial banks.  

Moreover, it is important to mention that Cannabanc LLC is a pioneer of the crypto banking platform for the canna-
bis industry in the United States of America. Also, we believe that our business model will enable cannabis compa-
nies to use cryptocurrency as a medium of payments for performing cannabis transactions within the industry — a 
service presently unavailable in commercial banks in consequence of federal restrictions. Furthermore, Cannabanc 
LLC will not only be made available to cannabis firms in the United States region, but also to other countries where 
platforms for cannabis transactions are restricted, eventually connecting the legal cannabis businesses around the 
world. 

A decentralized payment network
The Cannabanc strives to create a decentralized payment network to serve the cannabis industry solely. The main 
goal is to provide an alternative payment solution for legal businesses that is more cost-efficient than the current 
payment options. This payment system will be built around the CNB Token which is the native token within the 
Cannabanc financial ecosystem and serves as a digital currency that acts as a means of exchange and the unit of 
account in this system. In practice, the Cannabanc project strives to create a completely decentralized payment 
network in which payments will run directly from the customer to merchants in a trustless manner, without the role 
of any middlemen. The CNB Token will enable trustless payments that are decentralized in nature and facilitate a 
fully secured, quick, and efficient exchange and transfer of value. Furthermore, as all transactions are recorded on 
a blockchain ledger, it means records are transparent and immutable, which allows users to check for their transac-
tions at any time directly from the blockchain explorer. 

Privacy Issues:
While in traditional banking platforms, all user data is recorded on a centralized database which is often prone to 
hacking and cyber-attacks. Moreover, as discussed earlier, consumers are often required information that is not 
normally required for other types of transactions which single out the cannabis users and irritate them at times. 

To resolve such issues, while the Cannabanc Platform will ask for a KYC, it will keep all user records completely 
encrypted and store this data on a decentralized blockchain ensuring that no third party has access to it. 

7. OUR SOLUTIONS
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The Cannabanc project offers a dedicated platform for potential cannabis businesses and startups who are looking 
for loans. It serves as a modern-age lending platform that enables trustless execution of lending contracts 
between borrowers and lenders through Smart Contracts and thus making the acquisition of micro-loans seamless 
and risk-free. We believe that this will help us eradicate all the issues faced by cannabis businesses while applying 
for loans.

Easy Loans for Cannabis

The key product Cannabanc LLC aims to offer is to create an online virtual bank that provides similar services as a 
commercial bank. It works as an online banking platform that provides a full-scale cannabis bank and crypto 
platform for cannabis businesses to create bank accounts and access cryptocurrency easily.  In other words, it will 
represent a typical online bank with the whole range of traditional banking services and operations, added by oper-
ations with cryptocurrencies such as payment processing, debit cards, credits, and easy loan acquisition. It’s also 
possible to use crypto-assets as credit security.

All these services will be available for all sorts of clients—with the focus on unbanked segments of the society such 
as cannabis enthusiasts— without any bank office visits. This way, Cannabanc provides services of client’s remote 
access to accounts, products and bank services and allows performing all bank operations, without any restrictions. 
Cannabanc offers its clients a multifunctional platform of banking service, which represents a hybrid system com-
bining digital assets, including cryptographic and traditional currencies. The use of digital currencies makes opera-
tions faster and cheaper, while traditional currencies guarantee practically all-round acceptance and validity. One 
account combination allows clients simultaneously using the advantages of both types of currencies.

Wallet:

The Cannabanc will feature a web-based and a dedicated mobile application called Cannabanc wallet which will 
enable the Cannabanc users to use this application like a traditional payment processor such as PayPal or AliPay, 
allowing them to deposit, send and receive crypto assets. 

All primary operations of the Cannabanc will be available through mobile bank: cryptocurrency deposit, sending 
and receiving, making payments to other peers, and cryptocurrency conversion to fiat money and vice versa, and 
immediate fund transfer all over the world. 

Cannabanc: The Online Platform enabling Banking for All

The Cannabanc project also features a dedicated remittance engine that provides cannabis users with the ability to 
send, receive or remit money all across the world seamlessly and instantly. It uses a blockchain-based consensus 
mechanism for transaction processing which is far efficient than traditional middle-man based payment processing. 
Moreover, as it uses blockchain, it minimizes the role of intermediaries which not only makes the process efficient 
but also lowers the transaction costs.   

The Cannabanc remittance engine ensures that the transfer of money or crypto-assets across the border is seam-
less, almost instant, at almost minimal costs. Moreover, unlike traditional remittance platforms where a person 
needs to visit some specific offices or agent sites, the Cannabnc uses Cannabanc wallet based interface which 
allows its users to send cryptocurrencies and fiat money to other users or send it to a debit card account, removing 
the need for office visits and queues.

Remittance Engine

8. KEY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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Lending Platform

Moreover, it is important to note that to enable the traditional fiat money-based transactions, the Cannabanc remit-
tance engine will use Ripple Network as a payment partner. However, for the crypto-based transactions, as we are 
using a decentralized blockchain network, the implementation of self-executing smart-contracts will enable us to 
process any transaction at minimal costs seamlessly.

To enable cannabis-based businesses to acquire loans, Cannabanc LLC provides a dedicated lending platform that 
would give loans to our clients while providing a seamless application process. As per our planning, the Cannabanc 
Lending platform will offer the following two lending services, depending on the type of consumers.

Credits

Cannabanc plans to organize granting of credits for the cannabis enthusiasts and users on the security of their 
digital assets, by keeping them as collateral. Based on the collateral, Cannabanc Lending Credit will charge a 
one-time fee and also take the credited party’s digital assets e.g., Bitcoin, CNB Token, or Ethereum, as security for 
the term of the credit given. 

Initially, the platform will accept the leading five digital assets as collateral which later on will be expanded to other 
crypto assets as well. Moreover, it is to be noted that the execution of this contract will be done by Smart Contracts, 
which works as self-executing contracts that are similar to a typical vending machine thatdispenses you a Coke 
only when you have inserted coin equivalent to the coke’s price. Moreover, for the safety of the consumer, in case 
of the collateral price depreciating below 33% of the credit grant price, the Cannabanc Lending platform, will have 
the right to complete the transaction and sell this security at the prevailing rate. All these actions will allow Canna-
banc creating positive liquidity and do not suffer losses from loss assets and market fluctuations.

How it works?

To enable cannabis businesses to get easy loans and credits, the Cannabanc credit issuance platform will issue 
credits in the form of micro-loans through our native token i.e., CNB Token. All lenders would be screened through 
a detailed KYC and AML check and after clearance from there, lending risk algorithms would be applied to each 
participating merchant. Now, once the respective lender has successfully cleared the application, Cannabnc will 
create self-executing smart contracts based on loans that will execute based on the interest rates and loan agree-
ment. Collateral will be kept within the Smart Contract whereas the lender will get fiat money by exchanging the 
granted CNB tokens through any third-party crypto exchange. Upon the completion of the credit, the borrower will 
repay the loan in fiat or CNB Tokens.

P2P Lending

Cannabanc also provides a peer to peer loan (lending) mechanism where lenders and borrowers are matched in a 
fully secured environment, and their contracts are inserted into the blockchain where they managed by a smart 
contract. This type of lending enables people aiming to lend their money and borrowers aiming to get these loans 
at a suitable margin. The deal structuring is purely in a peer to peer manner, where money can granted for any 
cannabis-related purposes while special care has been taken of ensuring simplification of the process.

Moreover, in order to create a proper credit scoring system, the Cannabanc Lending platform uses blockchain to 
keep an immutable track record against a public key issued to a certain person, whereby it keeps a trail of all lend-
ing and borrowing activities the lender has performed, which may help future users to make informed decisions on 
granting new loans and its conditions.
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CNB Token
CNB Tokens is state of the art ERC-1400 token-based cryptocurrency that allows peer to peer mode of payment 
and is deployed on a decentralized Ethereum blockchain-based network. It offers a quick, secure, and efficient 
transfer of value with confirmation speeds up to 10 times faster than Bitcoin. Moreover, the CNB token can be used 
for exchange without any terms i.e., directly in a peer to peer manner. It also supports smart contract implementa-
tion where specific terms and conditions are applied to dictate the transaction. 

The token would be used for providing users with the equity while also allowing them to transact daily transaction-
al activities happening within the Cannabanc financial ecosystem and would serve as a store and exchange of 
value between users in a secure, efficient manner at reduced costs.

Through deployment on a publicly transparent decentralized blockchain network, the CNB Token would ensure 
that all transactional activities are transparent, fully secured, and trustless. The platform is publicly audited and fair. 
Moreover, it will provide transparency to the sender and receiver to track their transactions from the moment they 
make a transaction through the moment it goes to the final recipient. It will also allow users to verify that their trans-
action of whatever quantity it is, has been received by the received intended. This way, we are eradicating the role 
of a "middle-man" who charge some "administration fee" and lessen the impact of your CNB Token intention.

Features of CNB Token:
Security

CNB Token is based on the latest smart contract technology of Polymath blockchain network— making it one of 
the most secure cryptocurrency. It allows peer to peer mode of payment so you won’t have to worry about a third 
party getting any information or your data. All of your data is encrypted and your digital assets reserved in a wallet 
only you can access. 

Decentralized Blockchain

CNB Token blockchain is capable of handling any amount of transactional volume— all the time— without having 
the chances of the network getting down or showing any sign of sluggishness. Unlike traditional payment methods, 
there is not a single point of failure and all the transaction activities are open and transparent to the whole commu-
nity.

Easy Transactions

Users can transfer CNB Token to anyone—anywhere in the world— as long as the recipient is connected to the 
internet. 

Transparency

Blockchain technology provides open access to information at all times, thereby, ensuring a fully transparent 
process, accurate data records and equal terms for everyone.

Privacy

With CNB Token, users can enjoy the advantages of using a public blockchain, while still being sure that their 
private information is protected.
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Support various Wallets

CNB Token supports a variety of digital Wallets e.g. MyEtherWallet, Jaxx, Mist, Metamask, etc. having encryption 
available. The encrypted technology of these wallets would allow you to secure your CNB Tokens so that you can 
view transactions and your account balance. 

Lowest Fees

CNB Token will offer significantly lower fee than any other major online payment system or investment banks 
enabling users to send, receive or perform any crypto transaction at minimal costs.

Portable

With the current major currencies, it is difficult to carry around large amounts of money. Cash amounting to millions 
is risky to carry for several reasons, which is why Cryptocurrency investors prefer it to other currencies. With CNB 
Token, you can easily carry around a million dollars’ worth of CNB Token in a few megabytes of memory.

To facilitate businesses who perform trades and transactions on a large scale, the Cannabanc also features a trade 
settlement platform. This platform uses blockchain and smart contracts to allow Cannabanc to manage the clear-
ing and settlement process to have occurred within seconds. It will optimize to clear and settle at different speeds 
depending on the market participant. Retail traders are given access money from a stock sale immediately, where-
as market makers are given a more extended settlement according to their preferences to perform net trading 
activity. In addition to reducing settlement times, Cannabanc creates an opportunity for new products that optimize 
settlement for participants and price the service accordingly.

Cannabanc LLC will be the pioneers of a crypto-based banking system for legal cannabis businesses in the world. 
Our key strength lies majorly in the vision and drive, coupled with the experience of our business owner in the legiti-
mate cannabis business, to achieve a medium for seamless banking for those in the cannabis industry. Also, our 
management team will comprise of diligent workers that have a deep understanding of the company’s objective 
and will help to achieve our goals faster.

Moreover, some of the other features provided by our business model include: 
Benefits for cannabis-related businesses

Clearing Trade Settlements:

9. KEY STRENGTHS AND COMPETENCIES

Allows businesses to operate safely through creating a cashless industry (particularly by reducing internal 

theft and the risk of robbery)

Simplifies business payments in the cannabis industry (salaries, vendor payments, etc.)

Provides fully automated compliance and protection from any seizure of funds

Instant transactions 

Borderless transactions 

Automates tax calculations/payments

No transaction fees for users 

Minimum transaction fees for businesses (far cheaper than using any other payment processing system)
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In this section, we conducted in-depth market research using secondary research method. The Secondary 
research method involves gathering relevant information from present and previous data sources. We chose this 
method because it is low-cost, free, and straightforward to find, and information can be gotten through websites, 
reports, magazines, newspapers, and other relevant data sources. Given that, the following information was 
acquired through secondary research method.

Global Cannabis Market Size

According to a recent report released by Grand View Research, Inc., cannabis sales in the U.S. are forecasted to 
skyrocket to roughly $23 billion in 2020, closely triple the amount from this year. While the global legal cannabis 
market is predicted to attain a $146.4 billion mark by the fall of 20259. Increasing the adoption of cannabis in numer-
ous medical applications such as mental disorders, chronic pain, cancer, and other related health conditions are 
expected to boost revenue growth in the immediate future.

10. MARKET ANALYSIS

Even though cannabis and cryptocurrency are brand-new industries, yet, they both have several similar character-
istics. Their shared challenges create an opportunity for complementary growth. Cryptocurrencies provide 
accountability and transparency to cannabis operators, while cannabis operators create a stable and valuable 
customer base for cryptocurrencies, besides the injected capital. Cannabis operators can depend on blockchain 
technology for their use as both a transaction medium and a store of value since it is more secure and comfortable 
to handle. Its transparent and easily accountable structure makes it safer for cannabis operators to avoid some 
government regulations. 

$39.6 billion in overall economic impact, 414,000 jobs and over $4 billion in
taxproceeds.

Also, the augmenting net profits from 
the present rate possibly indicates 
that dispensaries in some states such 
as California could attain the $1 
billion-mark per year, making it a 
highly profitable business indeed. 
The overall economic output from 
legal cannabis is expected to 
increase by 150% from $16 billion to 
$40 billion from 2017 to 2021. In 
accordance with a partnership report 
released by ArcView Market 
Research and BDS Analytics 
economic tagged “U.S. Legal Canna-
bis: Driving $40 Billion economic 
Output”: the report examines the 
economic effects of consumer 
spending rate of $20.8 billion on 
legal cannabis in the year 2021, and 
highlights that it will create roughly 

Global Cryptocurrency Market Size

Market Research

Market Size
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The year 2017 was indeed one of the highest years for the cryptocurrency market globally. The year kicked off with 
a combined market cap of $17.7 billion, but cryptocurrency valuations scored closely $60 billion by the end of the 
year, indicating about a 30% increase. Although, new coins pumped into the market influenced the market upsurge, 
a more significant percentage of growth is attributed to the organic price increase from the likes of Ethereum, 
Bitcoin, Litecoin, and ripple. Similarly, cannabis and cryptocurrency share similar traits as regards the stock market 
and success. Cryptoslate.com reports that there is about $52.28 billion worth of cannabis cryptocurrency in circula-
tion daily with a total market cap of over $180.664 billion.¹¹

Just like any industry, the cannabis industry trends are continuously fluctuating, and if we want to preserve our 
resources and maximize our overall ROI, then we must do everything within our capacity to stay abreast of the 
ever-changing trends in the industry. Here are the three major industry trends to notice in 2019 as we aim to launch 
our business:

Competition

The cannabis cryptocurrency market is becoming broader with several entrepreneurs coming up with new crypto-
currencies. The legalization of cannabis in Canada and some states in the U.S. has contributed to the influx of inves-
tors and entrepreneurs to the Canadian cannabis industry. Even though there are several cannabis cryptocurren-
cies actively participating in the U.S. cannabis industry; however, none of them offer banking services like we intend 
to do. They are strictly cryptocurrency-based providers. Only a few credit bank unions provide banking services to 
cannabis business owners, while other commercial banks restrict any form of transactions with cannabis businesses. 

Evolution Driven Consumers: Cannabis enthusiasts have a more significant influence over other consumers 
in most industries. Amongst other things, the industry comprises customers who purchase cannabis for both 
medical and recreational purposes. These customers are propelling research and development, as well as 
product and brand propagation. Therefore, brands need to adapt their product offerings to suit the needs of 
their target customers.

The upsurge of Branded Products: A few years ago, flowers which were unbranded products captured a 
significant share of all the cannabis sales while branded products such as concentrates, topicals, and edibles 
lingered far behind. However, as of 2018, the tables switched sides as flowers commanded just a minimal 
share of the market and branded products such as edibles, topicals and concentrates surged drastically.

Variety Demands by Consumers: Nowadays, one product does not dominate the market as it used to do, 
consumers’ tastes and demands are constantly changing. Therefore, cannabis brands must remain highly 
observant of their customers and provide them with a wide range of products to accomplish and sustain their 
position in the competition.¹²

Market Trends

Since Cannabanc LLC intends to offer a unique banking service for cannabis 
businesses using blockchain technology to provide similar banking service 
provided by commercial banks, therefore, we suppose that our major 
customers will be accredited investors and cannabis business owners 
between the ages of 40 and 70 years. However, the rapidly changing land-
scape of the industry creates an opportunity for us to capture a wide range 
of investors different from the customers mentioned above.

Target Customers
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11. OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

PotCoin (POT): Created on January 2014, this was one of the first cryptocurrencies for the cannabis industry 
that targeted the Colorado recreational cannabis market. The coin’s present market cap is near $31 million, a 
significant increase from its starting point at $81,547 in 2014. As of 2014, one PotCoin was worth $0.004625 but 
now worth $0.144990, an increase of over 3000%. The coin also claims to have a transaction speed of forty 
seconds.

CannabisCoin (CANN): The coin was inaugurated in 2014 a few months after PotCoin and acted as a 
peer-to-peer open-source currency targeted at making transactions easier for medical cannabis dispensa-
ries. With its primary goal being converting cryptocurrency directly into cannabis; the coin created a line of 
medicines and cannabis strains named “CANNdy,” which was explicitly designed for exchange purposes at 
the rate of 1 CannabisCoin to 1 gram of medication. 

DopeCoin (DOPE): Adam Howell launched the coin in February 2014, with a mission to provide a modern and 
secure means for cannabis enthusiasts to perform business. The currency visualizes to create a ‘Silk Road’ for 
cannabis transactions worldwide and presently has 200 million coins produced with only 117 million in circu-
lation. As reported by coinmarketcap.com¹³, the currency currently has a market cap of $7.7 million.

Full Scale Banking Service: We understand the challenges being faced by cannabis business owners as 
regards obtaining banking services from commercial banks, which limits their potentials to the minimum. 
However, the development of Cannabanc LLC and its products will provide cannabis businesses with an 
exclusive opportunity to access similar services offered by commercial banks. Upon the commencement of 
our business activities, we will accept bank deposits from cannabis businesses, give loans, open bank 
accounts as well as provide other services obtainable in commercial banks.

Crypto-Banking Platform: Furthermore, we plan to offer an online crypto-banking platform that will make it 
more comfortable and convenient for cannabis businesses to access our services from anywhere in the 
world. This will allow them to scale through the financial hassles encountered by cannabis businesses. Also, 
most of our services will be crypto-based to ensure maximum payment flexibility.

Unique Operation Strategy: Despite the difficulties and failures encountered in the past by other cannabis 
coins, Cannabanc LLC will succeed impeccably using an exceptional operational strategy to retain a sustain-
able growth in the industry. With the implementation of our cryptocurrency and banking service in place, it 
would be easier for cannabis enthusiasts to carry out transactions without encountering any challenges. 

Efficiency: By implementing blockchain and cryptographic technology across our ecosystem, owners of 
cannabis companies no longer have to sift through an infinite amount of financial statements. Our platform 
will not only change how payments are accepted by the cannabis industry but also the entire operation of 
global commerce.

With that said, we briefly reviewed the top cannabis cryptocurrency providers in the world with most of them based 
in the United States: 

As the pioneers of cannabis business banking, we believe that the following competitiveadvantages will pave the 
way for us to be pacesetters in the market: 
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Standard of Transparency: Transparency is very important within the Cannabis industry, because this indus-
try is facing unclear regulations across borders. The ledger used by the Cannabanc will either reduce or elim-
inate any trace of human-based complications because it is immutable and tamperproof. Financial institu-
tions and government agencies that are performing audits on cannabis-related transactions can utilize 
Blockchain technology as a means to keep track of its legality.

Unique and first-to-market mover: The business model of the Cannabanc LLC is unique and has no direct 
competitors both in the crypto and fiat space. Although there exists a variety of projects that are working 
within the cannabis industry, yet the idea of providing complete banking solutions for the cannabis industry 
is unique and allows us to stand out among others.

12. WHY SUPPORT US
The marketplace for cannabis is expected to reach 146 billion dollar global market by 2023. Taking into consider-
ation the recent trends of cannabis usage being allowed across various US states and Canada, this industry is 
bound to grow further. We are taking measures to curb challenges faced by this market place and presenting the 
state of art solutions in the form of Cannabanc LLC. By becoming an early adopter of blockchain technology, the 
Cannabanc LLC will gain an important advantage and consequently, its early investors have the opportunity of 
contributing to a platform, that will disrupt the barriers faced by cannabis-based businesses and users. Moreover, 
unlike traditional cryptocurrencies, we offer a dedicated token i.e. CNB Token which will have real-life value and 
potential backing. Furthermore, backing by the community and future collaboration with Merchants from all across 
the world will add significant value to the Cannabanc project.

Our business model allows self-regulation, where all financial activities will be recorded on a distributed incorrupt-
ible distributed ledger following the mission of the Cannabanc platform of decentralizing the 146 Billion dollar 
cannabis and post industry. We have a team that combines the best of both worlds – renowned professionals with 
years of industry experience and dedicated blockchain evangelists with a trackrecord of successful projects. Con-
sidering the offering, the Cannabanc project is providing its user with, we are confident this will be a huge success.

13. REVENUE MODEL
The Cannabanc project generates revenue from the following activities:

Transaction Processing

For processing a certain transaction happening through the Cannabanc online banking platform or the Cannabanc 
wallet, there is a small fee of xxx per transaction. 

Remittance Fee:

For any remit activity, the Cannabanc remittance engine also deducts a small fee of 0.5% per transaction. 

Crypto Loan:

For lending activities, the Cannabanc lending platform charges USD XXX for Credit based Micro lending and USD 
xxx from peer to peer lending. 
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14. SWOT ANALYSIS

Crypto Withdrawal Fee:

A withdrawal fee of 0.1% is imposed on crypto withdrawals from wallets and bank accounts.

Crypto To Fiat Exchange Fee:

A fee of XXX% is charged on converting crypto to fiat

Fiat to Crypto Exchange Fee

A fee of XXX% is charged on converting fiat to crypto.

Crypto Custodian Fee

A fee of XXX% per month is charged for Crypto Custodian functions. This includes insurance on the assets.

Trade Settlement Fee

A fee of XXX% is charged on each import/export trade contract which includes crypto escrow wallet and fiat trust-
ee account fees.

Strength:

The strength of the Cannabanc is the fact that it is compatible with both businesses and individual users, offering 
them to use its solutions without having to worry about restrictions. Another strength of the Cannabanc is its team 
who havea vast experience of working in the banking, finance, and information technology and cannabis industry. 

Weaknesses:

The Cannabanc is a potential project backed by an experienced team with a solid financial background, but it is 
entering a very tight market, as traditional banking solutions are not afraid of dealing with cannabis users. There are 
plenty of projects already out. However, they are more oriented on resolving the provenance, traceability, and 
logistics related issues than providing financial solutions to the consumers.

We believe that by resolving the issues faced by businesses and users and by complying with regulations, the 
Cannabanc has the potential to penetrate the regional market at the initial stages, which may require usto do a 
strong marketing campaign though, which can eat up initial budgets.  Moreover, because of governmental restric-
tions in the past, getting trader attention and trust will be a time-taking process that can be covered within the 
marketing campaign.

Risks:

Product Risk:
For a business such as Cannabanc that deals with cannabis, there always exist a certain degree of product risk. 
However, by compliance with regulations, we are striving to keep this risk minimal, as cannabis combined with 
cryptocurrency is trending marketing and statistics show high growth anticipated in the coming years.

Market Risk:
The Cannabanc offers its services to a broad range of consumers ranging from typical casual traders to businesses.  
It, therefore, has a diverse market as the target audience not only on the local scale but on the global sphere as 
well.
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15. MARKETING STRATEGY

Finance Risks:

While the Cannabanc already has the initial infrastructure for the security token offering, it still requires funding for 
further development and achievement of the platform development and future milestones as planned in the road-
map. 

Team Risks:

Being founded by a highly experienced team of professionals, the Cannabanc has relatively no risk when it comes 
to team development. However, the management still has to hire and build a team of professionals for achieving 

Opportunities

The cannabis industry combined with the crypto market is growing at a substantial pace. Despite a growing 
number of projects, there is still a huge opportunity for a banking platform specifically catering to the needs of the 
cannabis industry. The Cannabancaims to capture this massive potential user base i.e. both normal traders and 
businesses dealing in the cannabis industry. We believe that by resolving the issues of banking restrictions for 
cannabis users and by eradicating the complications of entering into the crypto market, we have a massive uncapi-
talized potential open for Cannabanc to target.

Threats

Cannabanc is aiming to bring major banking products and solutions to all sorts of users. Much of the factors they 
want to offer are in untested waters. Offering online banking accounts, especially for cannabis users or lending 
grants for cannabis businesses, for example, is still new in the cryptocurrency space and getting institutional users 
will be tough.

While establishing new factors and gaining a user base can be challenging, the Cannabanc will be paving the way 
for many innovative solutions in the market. Any first-mover naturally faces initial difficulties as they are paving the 
path. But the benefits of being the first to bring such levels of security and convenience to crypto will be an 
extremely rewarding venture for the Cannabanc.

Even though cannabis is legal across several states of the United States and Canada, several online advertising 
platforms still place strict rules on how companies advertise their products. Facebook, Twitter, and Google all 
implemented strict advertising policies that restrict the advertisement of cannabis on their platforms. Therefore, 
the most effective marketing strategies for legal cannabis companies are through direct marketing methods at 
events, industry conferences, communities built around cannabis-related affairs such as health and wellness. Nev-
ertheless, the marketing and sales strategies of Cannabanc LLC will be based on creating a long-lasting relation-
ship with cannabis firm owners and licensed investors within and beyond the Unites States. With that said, our 
major marketing and advertising campaign include:
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Some of the other marketing strategies we are applying includes and are not limited to:

Word of mouth marketing

This means when someone recommends you a particular project whom you have direct interaction with, and you 
can trust directly. Cannabanc LLC will offer bonus and referral campaigns to our investors and advisors for making 
referrals to our platform and get direct incentives through discounts and referral bonus.

Affiliate marketing

Using the established connections we have made through the accumulated experience of our partners and team 
members, we will build partnerships with affiliate networks that will generate leads with the help of their webmas-
ter’s network. 

Crypto expos

To spread our message to potential traders, we create awareness campaigns throughout the globe and always 
participate in crypto expos. We sponsor mega-events and our highly professional marketing team actively engag-
es in these Expos, ensuring maximum conversion and usage of our platform.

Affiliate marketing policy

We also aim to conduct an affiliate marketing campaign for expanding our community and ensuring that our mes-
sage is reached to the maximum number of people. In this campaign, participants from all across the globe will 
have to perform certain actions such as our social channels, etc. and in turn get rewarded for their contribution. 

Press releases and media coverage

The Cannabanc marketing team would release fortnightly press releases, news, and media letters. Moreover, we 
would also strive to cover the Cannabanc in the leading media channels, social platforms, and cryptocurrency 
news sites.
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Create special articles with advert slots in cannabis 
related magazines. 

Enlist under industry directories such as weedmaps.com, 
lea�y.com, cannasaver.com, canniscouponcodes.com

Create a customer-friendly website with search engine 
optimization. 

Invest heavily on brand development and �yers.

Plan physical meeting with investors. 

Organize events and conferences. 

Join industry associations. E-mail Marketing 



16. EQUITY OF THE TOKEN

17. THE CNB FUNDRAISING

Email Marketing

The main purpose of using email mailings in our strategy is to increase the conversion rate of other marketing chan-
nels. We plan to collect email addresses of potential players using display advertising or affiliate marketing and 
build email communication with users.

Promotional Budget

Presently, we do not have a promotional budget because we would need first to evaluate the utmost effective 
promotional method that offers the most customer penetration.  After that, we would set aside a substantial 
amount to promote our products using the extremely best advertising methods discussed above. Setting up a 
promotional budget is highly crucial as it helps to anticipate the significant costs associated with developing our 
business and maintaining our brand name. 

The Cannabanc in its pursuit of providing a completely decentralized banking solution is conducting fundraising 
whereby the Cannabanc LLC would be tokenized through the issuance of CNB Tokens. Initially, the CNB Security 
Token would be launched as an ERC-1400 token—aPolymath based security token protocol. The CNB Token 
would serve as a Security token providing a token with equity within the Cannabanc LLC.

To execute our fundraising process, the Cannabanc management would be adopting a two-step process whereby 
a certain percentage of the total supply would be distributed among private round investors at a comparatively 
discounted price. After completion of the private round offering, the CNB Token would be available for the commu-
nity through our Security Token Offering (STO). 

Banking access

The CNB Token enables access for cannabis businesses, buyers, sellers and suppliers to deal and trans-
act and get access to banking products and solutions.

Equity: 

The CNB Token allows its holders to acquire equity within the Cannabanc LLC.

Transfer and storage of value:
The CNB Token acts as a peer to peer transfer and exchange of value within the Cannabanc financial 
ecosystem.

The CNB Token will be used as collateral for lending based solutions offered by the Cannabanc LLC

The CNB Token will also be used for transfer of value through the Cannabanc remittance engine 

The CNB Token can be used for trade settlement. 
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PRE STO SALE

The Pre-STO will commence on Date –xxxx--- and will last for a duration of xx days. A total of xxx Million i.e. xxx% 
of the total supply of CNB Tokens would be available for investors at a rate of USD xxx per CNB Token with xx% as 
bonus allocation.

CNB MAIN STO SALE

In this phase, we would be providing the community with the option to participate in our main security token offer-
ing through purchasing tokens via our dashboard available on our website.

Key Crowd Sale Information

Start of Private Token Sale: XXX
Duration: XXX Days
Token symbol: CNB
Token standard: ERC-1400 (Polymath Network)
Total token supply: 550 Million
Soft cap: XXX USD
Hard cap: XXX USD
Tokens Reserved for Main STO: 262 Million CNB Tokens 
Token price during STO: USD 0.10
Discount:  Upto60% During the Pre-STORound

Token Allocation
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18. ROADMAP
To develop the Cannabanc associated products and solutions, we have devised a concrete plan and an ambitious 
roadmap set, with the right team and expertise, all set to expand globally. Our ability to rapidly deploy a solution 
once the technology has been developed makes the realization of our financial business case more tangible.

Use of STO Proceeds
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Obtain Level 2 Bank Charter Capital Bank reserve

Banking network and platform Future development and infrastructure

Loans for cannabis businesses Team and Advisors

36%
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19. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
Production Strategy

Cannabanc LLC will utilize a simple, yet effective operational strategy to disseminate our services. After acquiring 
the bank charter license and paying the cost to establish a standard online banking platform, we will start offering 
bank accounts to cannabis businesses to successfully manage their businesses without intruding any cannabis law 
in the United States. In this capacity, we will use cryptocurrency to make the deposits and offer loans to our 
customers. We chose to use cryptocurrency because of its underlying technology – Blockchain. The blockchain is 
an open-source, distributed database that can record business deals between two parties efficiently in a verifiable 
and immutable manner. Blockchain enables users to track their transactions via every account in the network in a 
valid, auditable, and transparent way; therefore, all our services will be based on cryptocurrency.

Website

The importance of having a fully operational site cannot be overe mphasized for an organization that plans to make 
use of blockchain technology for its operations. Hence, with the help of professional ITspecialists, we will develop 
a world-class website that can successfully operate a crypto-based banking platform. The site will have a fast load 
time, user-friendly interface with both mobile and desktop compatibility and hi-tech security to prevent our 
esteemed customers from falling victims of cyber-crimes. The site will be such that we can accommodate all the 
numerous banking services to be offered by our organization to our esteemed customers.

Personnel

To implement a long-lasting customer-centric culture, we will hire only the most capable candidates that are 
highly experienced in the STO token business structure. Due to financial constraints and organizational structure, 
we would commence business operations with **** personnel excluding the owner. Subsequently, our staff will be 
hired based on the if-needed basis. They must be able to work efficiently under stress due to the peaking and 
fluctuating population of customers expected.  Presently, the company has already set aside a substantial amount 
of money to recruit and contract the best talents in the cryptocurrency industry that will us complete the develop-
ment of our revolutionary company, thereby creating more job opportunities in the process.

Management Team

Paresh Khatri will be the CEO of Cannabanc LLC and will see to the day-to-day running of the organization. Paresh 
is a highly proficient business person with several years of experience in various businesses. His exceptional skills 
and level of expertise in the cryptocurrency, banking and cannabis industry will serve as an advantage for our firm 
when our business operations finally commence.
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20. MEET OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM

Positions and Roles 
CEO:

CEO
Paresh Khatri the founder and the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Cannabanc LLC and will see to the day-to-day 
running of the organization. Paresh is a highly proficient business person with several years of experience in various 
businesses. His exceptional skills and level of expertise in the cryptocurrency, banking and cannabis industry will 
serve as an advantage for our firm when our business operations finally commence.

Responsible for the overall management of operation and resources of the organization

Act as the primary point of communication between the investors and the corporate activities

Monitors the general upkeep and maintenance of the organization

See to the optimal functionality of the website

Ensure cyber-security and fix site bugs

Ensure the storage and safety of data on the site

Review customers’ financial history and loan credibility. 

Process loan applications through 

Advise borrowers on financial status and payment methods. 

IT Personnel:

Loan Officer:

Identifies economic status by comparing and analyzing real results with predictions. 

Improves financial status by analyzing results, monitoring variances, and identifying trends.

Reconciles transactions by comparing and correcting data.

Financial Analyst:
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21. ADVISORY BOARD
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22. PARTNERS
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Trustless: Users don’t have to send their coins to us. Private keys would be reserved with the respective users. 

Cryptocurrency: A digital currency in which encryption techniques are used to regulate the generation of units of 
currency and verify the transfer of funds, operating independently of a central bank.

API: A set of programming libraries and functions that allow outsiders to interact with given system infrastructure.

ERC-1400 token: A security token that is created on the Polymath Network allowing all features of a security token.

CNB Token: The native token within the Cannabanc financial ecosystem that enables it to tokenize the platform and 
give its holders equity within the company.  

KYC:  Know Your Customer, a set of procedures to determine with a high degree of certainty the identity of a partic-
ipant.

Smart Contract: An automatically enforced agreement among two or more parties in the ecosystem mapping a set 
of activities to ledger operations to be executed.

Token Exchange: A community established exchange rate, assigning a value to a given activity or service.

STO:  Security token offering, a modern fundraising method where a project is launched on a website and people 
gains equity within the project by buying respective tokens. 

Blockchain: A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and secured 
using cryptography. 

Wallet: A cryptocurrency wallet is a software program that stores private and public keys and interacts with various 
blockchain to enable users to send and receive digital currency and monitor their balance. 

Roadmap: Plan that matches short-term and long-term business goals with specific technologies to help meet 
those goals.

23. GLOSSARY
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PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT OF THE ACTION YOU 
SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

This document is a whitepaper setting out the current and future developments of the Cannabanc LLC and the 
CNB Token. This paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly 
specified otherwise, the products and innovations set out in this paper are currently under development and are 
not currently in deployment. The Cannabanc LLC and its management makes no warranties or representations as 
to the successful development or implementation of such technologies and innovations, or achievement of any 
other activities noted in the paper, and disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permit-
ted by law. No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including any 
interactions with Cannabanc LLC or the technologies mentioned in this paper. Cannabanc LLC disclaims all liability 
for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person acting on 
any information and opinions relating to the Cannabanc LLC, the CNB Token contained in this paper or any informa-
tion which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or 
lack of care.

The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Cannabanc 
LLC to be reliable and is given in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made by Canna-
banc LLC about the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. It should not be relied 
upon, and shall not confer rights or remedies upon, you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities 
or other equity holders or any other person. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of 
this paper and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Cannabanc LLC. The opinions reflected herein may 
change without notice and the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Cannabanc LLC.

Cannabanc LLC may amend, modify or update this paper and will notify a reader or recipient through its social 
channels and communities thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or 
estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. The regulatory status of tokens and 
distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or whether 
regulatory agencies may apply existing regulation with respect to such technology and its applications, including 
the Cannabanc LLC and CNB Tokens. It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether legislatures or regulatory 
agencies may implement changes to laws and regulations affecting distributed ledger technology and its applica-
tions, including the Cannabanc LLC and CNB Tokens. Regulatory actions could negatively affect the Cannabanc 
LLC in various ways, including, for purposes of illustration only, through a determination that the purchase, sale, 
and delivery of CNB Tokens constitutes unlawful activity or that CNB Tokens are a regulated instrument that 
requires registration or the licensing of some or all of the parties involved in the purchase, sale, and delivery there-
of. The Cannabanc LLC may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to 
laws or regulations, make it illegal to operate in such jurisdiction or commercially undesirable to obtain the neces-
sary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. 

Given that CNB Tokens are based on the Ethereum protocol, any malfunction, breakdown, or abandonment of the 
Ethereum protocol may have a material adverse effect on CNB Tokens. Moreover, advances in cryptography or 
technical advances, such as the development of quantum computing, could present risks to CNB Tokens and the 
Cannabanc LLC, including the utility of CNB Token by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mecha-
nism that underpins the Ethereum protocol. As with other decentralized cryptographic tokens based on the Ethere-
um protocol, CNB Tokens are susceptible to attacks by miners in the course of validating CNB Token transactions 
on the Ethereum blockchain, including, but not limited to, double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, 
and selfish-mining attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to the Cannabanc LLC and CNB Tokens, including 
but not limited to, accurate execution and recording of transactions involving CNB Tokens.

25. DISCLAIMER
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Cannabanc LLC, its founders, directors, employees, contractors, and representatives do not have any responsibility 
or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) 
arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from 
or omission from this paper. Neither Cannabanc LLC nor its advisors have independently verified any of the infor-
mation, including forecasts, prospects, and projections contained in this paper. 

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute 
an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not consti-
tute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the distributor/vendor of the 
CANNABANC LLC (the “Distributor”) to purchase any CNB Tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its 
presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. The 
Distributor will be an affiliate of Cannabanc LLC (“Cannabanc LLC”) and will deploy all proceeds of the sale of the 
Cannabanc LLC to fund Cannabanc LLC project, businesses, and operations. No person is bound to enter into any 
contract or binding legal commitment to the sale and purchase of the CANNABANC LLC and no cryptocurrency or 
any other form of payment is to be accepted based on this Whitepaper. Any agreement as between the Distributor 
and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of Cannabanc LLC (as referred to in this Whitepa-
per) is to be governed by only a separate document setting out the terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of such 
agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. 
You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any Cannabanc LLC in the CNB Token Initial Token Sale (as 
referred to in this Whitepaper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United 
States of America or a citizen or resident of the Peoples Republic of China, Iran, and North Korea.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such 
action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publica-
tion, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory require-
ments or rules have been complied with. There are risks and uncertainties associated with Cannabanc LLC and/or 
the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the Cannabanc LLC, the CNB Token Initial Token 
Sale and the Cannabanc LLC Wallet (each as referred to in this Whitepaper).

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country where 
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted. No part of this Whitepaper is to be repro-
duced, distributed or disseminated without including this section and the following sections entitled “Disclaimer of 
Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Representations and Warranties By You”, “Cautionary Note On 
Forward-Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry Information and No Consent of Other Persons”, “Terms Used”, 
“No Advice”, “No Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of 
Securities Or Registration” and “Risks and Uncertainties”.

To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Cannabanc LLC and/or the 
Distributor shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, 
contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising 
out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

Cannabanc LLC and/or the Distributor does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representa-
tion, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty 
or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepa-
per.

25. DISCLAIMER
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No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, and financial or tax advice regarding 
Cannabanc LLC, the Distributor, the Cannabanc LLC, and the Cannabanc LLC Initial Token Sale. You should consult 
your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisers regarding Cannabanc LLC and/or the Distributor and 
their respective businesses and operations, the CNB Tokens, the Cannabanc LLC Exchange Offering Sale. You 
should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of CNB Tokens for an indefinite 
period.

RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION

The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws, 
regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform 
yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which apply to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part 
thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to Cannabanc LLC and/or the Distributor. 
Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who 
otherwise have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or other-
wise distribute this Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or 
cause the same to occur.

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Prospective purchasers of CANNABANC LLC (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should carefully consider and eval-
uate all risks and uncertainties associated with Cannabanc LLC, the Distributor and their respective businesses and 
operations, the Cannabanc LLC, the Cannabanc LLC Initial Token Sale, all information set out in this Whitepaper 
and the T&Cs prior to any purchase of Cannabanc LLC. If any of such risks and uncertainties develop into actual 
events, the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of CNB Tokens and/or the Distributor 
could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the CNB Tokens.

25. DISCLAIMER
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